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Pallavan School
Summer Assignment
Class: - V

Subject:-Hindi
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Subject: - S.ST
Q.1 Find more information regarding the animals and plants found in oceans.
Make a list of five plants and five animals. Do it in S.ST notebook.
2. Name the five oceans of the world. Rank them according to their size.
3. What is an artificial satellite?
4. Make a model of the solar system.
5. How are day and night caused? Explain with a diagram.
6. Learn and write all the question answers and book work of lesson 1, 2 and3 in
rough notebook.
Subject: - English
(A) Circle the synonyms for the words in capitals:1. GRABBED
watched
seized
slipped
pushed
2. POISONOUS
venomous
soothing
bitter
pure
3. DANGEROUS
careful
harmful
calming
timid
4. LOCKED
placed
polished
caged
freed
5. SAFE
protected
peaceful
amazed
dry
6. COILED
walked
ran
encircled hanged
(B) Match the given words with their antonyms.
1. Vacant
lenient
2. Wide
minor
3. Strict
timid
4. Major
folly
5. Wisdom
narrow
6. Brave
occupied

(C) Read each sentence. Circle the correct sentence type given within the
brackets.
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.

Which way did the man go? (question /exclamatory)
Sonia was the winner of the quiz competition. (imperative/statement)
Don’t shout in the corridor. (statement/imperative)
What a beautiful sight this is!(exclamatory /statement)
The work done by the painter is excellent. (imperative /statement)
Whose book is this? (question/exclamatory)

(C ) Complete these sentences and put an exclamatory mark, a full stop or a
question mark at right places.
1. How huge this _____________________________________
2. I reached home _____________________________________
3. Where did you leave my _____________________________
4. Wow what a ______________________________________
5. I brought a _________________________________________
6. When will we reach _________________________________
(D) Write S against sentences and P against phrases.
1. A nice holiday ______
5. She left _______
2. Take this _______
6. Her house _____
3. A blue pen _______
7. I will go ______
4. A white horse _____
(E) Complete each of these sentences by adding a predicate to the subject.
1. My friend ____________________________________________.
2. They _________________________________________________.
3. Kaveri __________________________________________________.
4. Your father _______________________________________________.
5. It ______________________________________________________.
6. I _________________________________________________________.
(F) Complete the sentences by adding a subject to the predicate.
1. ___________ walked into the room.
2. ______________ rises in the east.
3. ________________ began to walk after a long time.
4. _______________ is the capital of India.
5. ________________ had done her homework well.
6. _________________ ran very fast.

Mathematics
Q .1

Write in words according to international place value system.
(A) 123,963

Q .2

(B) 1,654,987 (C) 1,000,568

Write in words according to Indian place value system.
(B) 1, 02,056

Q .3

(B) 88, 65,001

Write the nearest 10 digit number.
(A) 234,453

Q. 4

(B) 17,789

Write the nearest 100 digit number.
(A) 563, 965

(B) 45,412

Q5 Use 1/4th chart paper for the given project.
a) Write about 5 things (Paste pictures of objects.)Which are connected to 5 digit numbers,
For instance: Cost of car = 2, 45,600
[R.No. 1 to 24]
b) In a marriage ceremony expenses generally run into five or six figure numbers. Collect the data
about one such marriage and present a report of total expenses.
For instance: Expenses of Food
On Decoration
On Gifts
Total Expenses
[R No: - 25 onwards]
Q6 Learn tables: 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7, 8, 9, 10, 11, 12, 13, 14, 15, 16 and 17.
Q7 Help your mother to cook any one dish. Write the cost of each of the ingredients used in preparing
the dish you made with your mother. Calculate the cost of the dish.

Subject:- Computer
1. Write a short note on the Generation of computer in your note book .
2. Make colorful pictures of Vacuum tube and Transistor on chart.
Subject – Science
Q1. Match the birds to its food and habit .
i. Bee- eater

(a) Agricultural field where rodents are abundant.

ii. Kingfisher

(b) fig tree with its fruits.

iii. Owl

(c) Agricultural field with fresh crop

iv.Flamingo

(d) Pond with fishes

v. Hornbill

(e) Electric wire from where it’s easy to catch bees .

Q2. What are the four mechanisms for seed dispersal.
Ans. 1. ___________________________

2. _______________________________

3. ___________________________

4. _______________________________

Q3. What part of the flower develops into a seed.
Ans. _____________________________________________________________________
Q4. Find the meaning of the word ‘ Ornithologist’ from your dictionary.
Ans. _______________________________________________________________________
Q5. Collect different types of seeds. Write down these features help in the dispersal of seed.

